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 We discuss following topics:

 Fractals and its application in garden and landscape architecture.

 Golden section.
 Symmetries in garden and landscape architecture.
 Polygons and geometric solids and its applications to gardens
architecture.
 Surfaces and curves of analytic and “free” form in garden and
landscape architecture.

 Garden and landscape architecture is a part of architecture and urban design.
 Mathematical aims:
 To study the mentioned topics and its applications in gardens: polygons,
tessellations, geometric solids, symmetries, mappings, fractals, surfaces, curves
and surfaces of free form, lights and shadows, geometrical shapes, golden
section…in garden and landscape architecture.

Fractlas in garden and landscape architecture
 The Kaos Garden (Ponte de Lima, Portugal) is an interpretation of the theme belongs to the
Fractal Geometry. “The Kaos of the Universe” is a fractal that turns into plants, paths, floors,
and globes that offer, through their apparent confusion, the idea of a Cosmic Chaos. Aromatic
species, herbs and covering plants are combined with light silver and coloured globes that want
to obtain an ideal representation of the stars and the planets of the universe. This leads to
a question:
 What is a fractal?
 Is a natural phenomenon or a mathematical set that exhibits a repeating pattern that is displayed
at every scale. If the replication is exactly the same at every scale, it is called a self-similar
pattern. Fractals can also be nearly the same at different levels. It is also known as expanding
symmetry or evolving symmetry. If the replication is exactly the same at every scale, it is called
a self-similar pattern. Easily said fractals includes the idea of a detailed pattern that repeats
itself. This latter pattern is illustrated in the small magnifications of the Mandelbrot set.

 Fractals are different from other geometric figures because of the way in which
they scale. Doubling the edge lengths of a polygon multiplies its area by four,
which is two (the ratio of the new to the old side length) raised to the power of
two (the dimension of the space the polygon resides in). Likewise, if the radius of
a sphere is doubled, its volume scales by eight, which is two (the ratio of the new
to the old radius) to the power of three (the dimension that the sphere resides in).
 But if a fractal's one-dimensional lengths are all doubled, the spatial content of the
fractal scales by a power that is not necessarily an integer. This power is called
the fractal dimension of the fractal, and it usually exceeds the fractal's topological
dimension.
 As mathematical equations, fractals are usually nowhere differentiable. An infinite
fractal curve can be conceived of as winding through space differently from an
ordinary line, still being a 1-dimensional line yet having a fractal dimension
indicating it also resembles a surface.

 The mathematical roots of the idea of fractals have been traced throughout the years as a formal
path of published works, starting in the 17th century with notions of recursion, then moving
through increasingly rigorous mathematical treatment of the concept to the study
of continuous but not differentiable functions in the 19th century by the seminal work of Bernard
Bolzano, Bernhard Riemann, and Karl Weierstrass, and on to the coining of the word fractal in
the 20th century with a subsequent burgeoning of interest in fractals and computer-based
modelling in the 20th century.

 The term "fractal" was first used by mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot in 1975. Mandelbrot
based it on the Latin fractus meaning "broken" or "fractured" and used it to extend the concept of
theoretical fractional dimensions to geometric patterns in nature. Fractal patterns have been
modeled extensively, albeit within a range of scales rather than infinitely, owing to the practical
limits of physical time and space.
 Models may simulate theoretical fractals or natural phenomena with fractal features. The outputs
of the modelling process may be highly artistic renderings, outputs for investigation, or
benchmarks for fractal analysis. Some specific applications of fractals to technology are
listed elsewhere. Images and other outputs of modelling are normally referred to as being
"fractals" even if they do not have strictly fractal characteristics, such as when it is possible to
zoom into a region of the fractal image that does not exhibit any fractal properties. Also, these
may include calculation or display artifacts which are not characteristics of true fractals.

 Modeled fractals may be sounds, digital images, electrochemical patterns, circadian
rhythms, etc. Fractal patterns have been reconstructed in physical 3-dimensional space and
virtually, often called "in silico" modeling. Models of fractals are generally created
using fractal-generating software that implements techniques such as those outlined
above. As one illustration, trees, ferns, cells of the nervous system, blood and lung
vasculature, and other branching patterns in nature can be modeled on a computer by using
recursive algorithms and L-systemstechniques.

 The recursive nature of some patterns is obvious in certain examples—a branch from a tree
or a frond from a fern is a miniature replica of the whole: not identical, but similar in nature.
Similarly, random fractals have been used to describe/create many highly irregular realworld objects.

 Benoit B. Mandelbrot (20 November 1924 – 14 October 2010) was a Polish-born, French
and American mathematician with broad interests in the practical sciences, especially
regarding what he labeled as "the art of roughness" of physical phenomena and "the
uncontrolled element in life."He referred to himself as a "fractalist". He is recognized for his
contribution to the field of fractal geometry, which included coining the word "fractal'", as
well as developing a theory of "roughness and self-similarity" in nature.

 He set is closely related to the idea of Julia sets, which produce
similarly complex shapes.

 Its definition and name are due to Adrien Douady, in tribute to
the mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot.

 Mandelbrot set images are made by sampling complex numbers
and determining for each whether the result tends towards
infinity when a particular mathematical operation is iterated on
it. Treating the real and imaginary parts of each number as
image coordinates, pixels are colored according to how rapidly
the sequence diverges, if at all.
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And finally in architecture:
Fractals appear in
architecture for reasons
other than mimicking
patterns in Nature.

Golden ration
 In mathematics, two quantities are in the golden ratio if their ratio is the same as the ratio of
their sum to the larger of the two quantities. The figure on the right illustrates the geometric
relationship. Expressed algebraically, for quantities a and b with a > b > 0

 where the Greek letter phi φ represents the golden ratio. It is an irrational number with a value of φ.



Two quantities a and b are said to be in the golden ratio φ if



One method for finding the value of φ is to start with the left fraction. Through simplifying the
fraction and substituting in b/a = 1/φ,



Therefore,



Multiplying by φ gives



which can be rearranged to

 Using the quadratic formula, two solutions are obtained:

 and

 Because φ is the ratio between positive quantities φ is necessarily positive:

 The golden ratio is also called the golden
mean or golden section (Latin: sectio
aurea). Other names include extreme and
mean
ratio
medial
section,
divine
proportion, divine section (Latin: sectio
divina), golden proportion, golden cut, and
golden number.
 Some
twentieth-century
artists
and
architects, including Le Corbusier and Dalí,
have
proportioned
their
works
to
approximate the golden ratio—especially
in the form of the golden rectangle, in
which the ratio of the longer side to the
shorter is the golden ratio—believing this
proportion to be aesthetically pleasing. The
golden ratio appears in some patterns in
nature, including the spiral arrangement of
leaves and other plant parts.
 Mathematicians since Euclid have studied
the properties of the golden ratio, including
its appearance in the dimensions of a
regular pentagon and in a golden
rectangle, which may be cut into a square
and a smaller rectangle with the same
aspect ratio. The golden ratio has also
been used to analyze the proportions of
natural objects as well as man-made
systems such as financial markets, in some
cases based on dubious fits to data.



The golden ratio has been claimed to have
held a special fascination for at least 2,400
years, although without reliable evidence.
According to Mario Livio:



Some of the greatest mathematical minds
of all ages, from Pythagoras and Euclid in
ancient Greece, through the medieval
Italian mathematician Leonardo of Pisa
and the Renaissance astronomer Johannes
Kepler, to present-day scientific figures such
as Oxford physicist Roger Penrose, have
spent endless hours over this simple ratio
and its properties.



But the fascination with the Golden Ratio is
not confined just to mathematicians.
Biologists, artists, musicians, historians,
architects, psychologists, and even mystics
have pondered and debated the basis of
its ubiquity and appeal. In fact, it is
probably fair to say that the Golden Ratio
has inspired thinkers of all disciplines like no
other number in the history of mathematics.

 Ancient Greek mathematicians first studied what we now call the golden ratio because of its frequent
appearance in geometry. The division of a line into "extreme and mean ratio" (the golden section) is
important in the geometry of regular pentagrams and pentagons. Euclid's Elements provides the first
known written definition of what is now called the golden ratio:
 A straight line is said to have been cut in extreme and mean ratio when, as the whole line is to the
greater segment, so is the greater to the lesser.
 Euclid explains a construction for cutting (sectioning) a line "in extreme and mean ratio" (i.e., the golden
ratio).[ Throughout the Elements, several propositions (theorems in modern terminology) and their proofs
employ the golden ratio.
 The golden ratio is explored in Luca Pacioli's book De divina proportione (1509).
 The first known approximation of the (inverse) golden ratio by a decimal fraction, stated as "about
0.6180340", was written in 1597 by Michael Maestlin of the University of Tübingen in a letter to his former
student Johannes Kepler.
 Since the 20th century, the golden ratio has been represented by the Greek letter φ (phi, after Phidias, a
sculptor who is said to have employed it) or less commonly by τ (tau, the first letter of the ancient Greek
root τομή—meaning cut).

Book Design


There was a time when deviations from the
truly beautiful page proportions 2:3, 1:√3, and
the Golden Section were rare. Many books
produced between 1550 and 1770 show these
proportions exactly, to within half a millimeter.

Brand Design


Some sources claim that the golden ratio is
commonly used in everyday design, for
example in the shapes of postcards, playing
cards,
posters,
wide-screen
televisions,
photographs, light switch plates and cars.

Perceptual studies


Studies by psychologists, starting with Fechner, have been devised to test the idea that the golden ratio plays
a role in human perception of beauty. While Fechner found a preference for rectangle ratios centered on the
golden ratio, later attempts to carefully test such a hypothesis have been, at best, inconclusive.



Irrationality

The golden ratio is an irrational number. Below are two short proofs of irrationality:


Contradiction from an expression in lowest terms
Recall that:
the whole is the longer part plus the shorter part;the whole is to the longer part as the longer part is to the
shorter part.If we call the whole n and the longer part m, then the second statement above becomes
n is to m as m is to n − m,or, algebraically



To say that φ is rational means that φ is a fraction n/m where n and m are integers. We may take n/m to be
in lowest terms and n and m to be positive. But if n/m is in lowest terms, then the identity labeled (*) above
says m/(n − m) is in still lower terms. That is a contradiction that follows from the assumption that φ is rational.

Fibonacci numbers and Geometry
 The convergents of these continued fractions (1/1, 2/1, 3/2, 5/3, 8/5,
13/8, ..., or 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 3/5, 5/8, 8/13, ...) are ratios of
successiveFibonacci numbers.
 The number φ turns up frequently in geometry, particularly in figures
with
pentagonal
symmetry.
The
length
of
a
regular pentagon's diagonal is φ times its side. The vertices of a
regular icosahedron are those of three mutually orthogonal golden
rectangles.
 There is no known general algorithm to arrange a given number of
nodes evenly on a sphere, for any of several definitions of even
distribution (see, for example, Thomson problem). However, a useful
approximation results from dividing the sphere into parallel bands of
equal surface area and placing one node in each band at longitudes
spaced by a golden section of the circle, i.e. 360°/φ ≅ 222.5°. This
method was used to arrange the 1500 mirrors of the studentparticipatory satelliteStarshine-3.

 The mathematics of the golden ratio and of the Fibonacci
sequence are intimately interconnected.

 The Fibonacci sequence is:
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 987,....

The closed-form expression for the Fibonacci sequence
involves the golden ratio:

The golden ratio is the limit of the ratios of successive terms of
the Fibonacci sequence (or any Fibonacci-like sequence), as
originally shown by Kepler.
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Golden Section
Golden Spiral
in Gardens
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Geometric symmetries
-are often presented in the gardens architecture like:

-point symmetrie: e.g. a water fontaine in the middle of the garden, big central
pattern made from plants, a big central geometric shape represented by plants or
trees.
-reflection symmetrie: a path in the middle of the garden, with different colours,
materials which produce contrast in the garden, path from small rocks, from trees
cutted and formed trees in special shapes, a bridge over small river in the garden,
path of flowers of the same colours and high. We also can consider garden
mazes.

Polygons, polyhedrons and geometric
solids in landscape and garden
architecture

Garden of Cosmic speculation
The Garden of Cosmic Speculation is a 30 acre sculpture garden created by
landscape architect and theorist Charles Jencks at his home, Portrack House, in
Dumfriesshire, Scotland. Like much of Jencks' work, the garden is inspired by modern
cosmology.
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Dubai Miracle
Garden

Polygons in islamic gardens:

Surfaces and curves (of free form)
Surfaces and curves of implicit expression and also free form in
gardens and landscape architecture
We can use curvilinears forms as well as different mathematical curves in
the planning of garden and landscape architecture,
Example of mathematical curves in garden and landscape architecture

Curves of free form

 Example of mathematical curves in garden and landscape
architecture

Geometrical curves and surfaces in
landscape architecture:

Example of curves in garden
architecture

Green wall in
Emporia

Curves of free
form and its
application in
garden and
landscape
design

Curves of free
form and its
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Thank you for your attention.

